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The Director-General presents the attached communication received from the 

United Nations Department of S w i a l Affairs regarding a proposal to call a world 

conference on population. In accordance with the request of the Assistant 

Secretary-General''" the follcwing comments on the various aspects of the proposal 

indicated have been submitted by the Directpr-General： 

"A. Sponsorship and Collaboration： We would prefer alternative (II), but 

worded as follows: 

"Conference sponsored jointly by the Uniteçi Nations and one or more of 

tke specialized agencies with the collaboration of interested non-governmental 

organizations, especially the International Union for the Scientific Study of 

Population"• 

WHO might sp^nscr and might collaborate in this Conference. (You will 

understand, of course, that this matter will have to be put before the 

forthcoming session of our Executive Board, which meets on 20 January). 

B. Time 

We believe that it would be extremely difficult and perhaps unwise to 

attempt te call such a Conference before sometime early in 1954. 工 give you 

the following reasons for this opinion г (i) Consultations have to be held 

with governments. This will take several month s
 5
 and after these consultations 

are completed it will be for the Goaincil to decide whether it wishes to go 

ahead with this Conference. The earliest this could be done would be at the 

Council meeting in April，and it might be that the Council could not take . 

action until July. This woulcf leave little enough time for, the preparation 
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of a Conference of such importance both scientifically and politically as 

this one will certainly be. 

。• Place . 

Whether or not WHO were to be a sponsor we would prefer Geneva, I 

•should like you to know that we are not proposing Geneva because it happens 

to be the site of the Headquarters of WHO, but because it is a place long 

recognized as being of the neutral character necessary for discussion of such 

controversial problems as will arise in connexion with this Conference• I 

believe that the "atmosphere" of Geneva is necessary to the success of a 

Conference of this kind. 

D . Scope and Emphasis 

We would not at this time propose any additions to the suggested list of 

topics presented in Section IID of your note, .1 believe that the agenda 

might be left for consideration by a Preparatory Committee. I think that 

such a Committee is envisaged. In the same way, I would not like to suggest 

deletions or priorities in the agenda. 

Duration 

工 think this is also a suitable topic for a Preparatory Committee. 

F• Size of Attendance • 

I believe that this question, subject to â few reservations 工 am about 

to make, should be left to a Preparatory Committee. I should particularly 
/ 

like to say that I consider that all States should be invited, whether 

Member Governments of the UN or one of the specialized agencies or not. I 

also believe that all non-governmental organizations in relation with UN or 

any of the specialized agencies should be invited to send a representative, 

It is my opinion that such a Conference 狂s this must be attended by all 

parties to the more controversial topics• 

G . Financing 

Subject to the authority of the World Health Assembly) I believe that the 

World Health Organization w#uld bear its proportionate share of the cost. 
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This is another matter which will be discussed by the forthcoming Executive 

Board. I might suggest here that it is perhaps desirable to investigate the 

possibility of obtaining financial assistance from private foundations. 

As additional remarks or comments, I would like to suggest that an 

initial Preparatory Ccmmittee be set up and hold meetings as early as possible 

in 1952.» 

The Executive Board may wish to confirm or mcdify these comments and to 

deoide whether a recommsndation regarding the proposal should be sent to the 

Fifth World Health Assembly. 
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UNITED NATIONS - NATIONS UNIES 

NEW YORK 

SOA 219/4/01 21 November 1951 

Sir, 

In aocordanse with a request of the Economic and Social Council, 

contained in its resolution 389 (XIII) В, I am inviting your comments on 

certain aspects of a proposal to call a world conference on population. 

, The enclosed note has been prepared in order to inform you of the 

Council1s resolution, the recommendations of the Population Commission 

upon which it is based, and certain specific proposals TArtiich have 

tentatively been advanced with regard to this conference. 

It would be appreciated if you would send your comments regarding this 

note to the Secretariat by 15 December 1951， in order to allow time for 

the other consultations requested by the Council and for the preparation 

of a report to be considered at the next session of the Council. The 

enclosed form has been prepared to facilitate your commenting on those 

aspects of the proposals concerning which your opinions are particularly 
� 

desired at this time. Please use it if it is helpful, and send suah 

ether suggestions as you wish» 

Yours sincerely, 

(signed) A. DELIERNEUX 

A. Delierneaux 
For the Assistant Seoretary-General 

Department of Social Affairs 

The Director-General, 
World Health Organization, 
c/o United Nations5 

Palais des Nations, 
Geneva, 
Switzerland• 
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ANNEX II 

UNITED NATKBS 

DEPARTMENT OF POPULATION DIVISION 

SOCIAL AFFAIRS 2 NOVEMBER 1951 

P R O P O S E i- W O R L D P O P U L A T I O N C O N F E R E N C E 

Shortly before the sixth session of the Population Commission, the 

International Union for the Scientific Study of Population wrote the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations requesting him to invite the 

attention of the Commission to the desirability of initiating action toward 

the organization of a World Congress on Population. After discussing at some 

length the need for having such a Gongrass, and various questions relating 

to its organisation, the Commission prepared a resolution for consideration 

by ECOSOC,. The resolution as passed by the Council (389 (XIII) B) reads 

as follows: 

The Eooriomio and Social Couneil 

1. Notes with interest the proposal to ®all a world сопГегепэе on population; 

2. Considers that the discussion on this subject in the Population Commission 

has indicated the scientific desirability of holdirg such a conference; and 

3. Requests the Secretary Generalj 

(a) To consult with various specialised agencies and non-governmental 

organizations as to the sponsorship, scope, emphasis, size and possible 

financing of such a conference; 

(b) To address an inquiry to Governments in order to ascertain their 

views with respect to (i) the holding of such a conference and 

(ii) the date, the agenda and the composition of the conference if it 

is to bo held; 
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(c) То estimate the possible cost of such a conference to the 

United Nations, with due regard to alternative kinds of sponsorship and 

to the possible financial participation of ^various interested agencies 

and organizations ; and 

(d) To prepare a report on the results of the inquiries, for 

consideration by the Council as a basis for action. 

The present note is intended to provide a basis for the consultations required 

in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the operative part of the resolution» It contains 

suggestions regarding the sponsorship, scope, emphasis, si^e and possible 

financing of a'world population conference, as well as on some other 

matters pertinent to the planning and organisation of such a conference. 

A concrete proposal regarding the holding of such a conference has 

been made by the International Union for the Scientific Study of Population; 

it is given in section I . Section II contains an alternative proposal 

for organization and sponsorship, and more detailed suggestions regarding 

agenda and organisational matters» The latter may be applicable regardless 

of whether the conference is organized by the Union, by the United Nations 

alone, or by the United Nations jointly with one or more specialized agencies 

and non-governmental organizations (including the Union)• 

I. CONFERENCE ORGANIZED BY TH3' INTERNATIONAL UNION .FOR ,THE 

SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF POPULATION 

iU Sponsorship and collaboration 

The International Union for the Scientific Study of Population, in a 
• ( 

letter from its President dated 25 September 1951, proposes that the conference 

be organized by the Union with the patronage and financial assistance of 

the United Nations• 

B. Time 

The Union suggests that the conference be held in 1953, at approximately 

the time of the meeting of thé International Statistioal Institute, 

(probably in the late summer). It believes that by then the principal 

results will be available from most of the censuses taken around 1950. 

It oonsidors that the urgent character of population problems, and the fact 

that there has been no international population congress since 1937， support a 

decision to hold the next conference in 1953 rather than in 1954. 
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。• Place 

The Union suggests that the conference be held in Italy, both because 

the above一mentioned meeting will be held there, and because of the likelihood 

that the Italian Gov^rment will agree to assume an important part of the 

expenses incurred Ъу such a conference. 

D* Agenda 

The Union states its readiness to place on the agenda questions which 

are of particular interest to the United Nations, on the same terms as 

questions which are of more specific interest to the Uniom 

E. Duration 

F* Organization of the prograjngie 

These points áre not mentioned in the proposal of the Union. 

G. Attendance 

The Union proposes that the delegates of governments and other 

organizations which the United Nations desires to have invited to the 

Congress be admitted on the same terms as the members of the Union, or the 

scientists and representatives of organizations which the Union itself 

would invite• 

H. Financing 

The Union tentatively suggests that a subsidy of ^7,500 would be 

requested from the United Nations• 

The Union would arrange for the publioation of the complete report of 

the meeting* 

I . Other Items 

Favourable consideration would be given to other suggestions from 

the United Nations. 

II . CONFERENCE ORGANIZED BY THE UNITED NATIONS IN COLLABORATION 

WITH INTERESTED SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND NON-GOVERNMENTAL 

ORGANIZATIONS (INCLUDING THE INTERNATIONAL UNIMi) 

A. Sponsorship and ©ollaboration 

The Population Commission stated at its 1951 session that, in view of 

the interest in population problems which has been shown by several of the 
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specialized agencies (notably UNESCO, WHO, ILO, and FAO), it believed 

that the United Nations should seek their collaboration on the widest 

possible basis in any world population conferense which might be planned. 

It stated also that the United Nations should invite the full сo-cperation and 

participation of interested non-governmental scientific organizations, 

especially the International Union for the Scientific Slvudy of Population. 

Informal discussions have been held with representatives of the Union, 

and a proposal from the Union regarding one procedure for organizing 

a Conference was given above. This outline is being sent to other ncm-

governmental organizations to ascertain the extent of their interest, and 
» 

io elicit suggestions^ ‘ 

» 

В» Time 

The summer or early fall of 1953 or 1954 have been suggested. There 

has been support from the International Union and other sources for a 1953* 

meeting• Representatives of some governments, however, have stated 

informally a preference for a 1954 meetings 

C. Place 

If one &£ the specialized agencies should-wish to sponsor, the oonferenee 

together with the United Nations, it would be convenient to hold the 

eonferenoe at the headquarters of the specialised agenqy^ Sponsorship • 

by such an agency presumably would involve at leaá some responsibiliigr 

for the assignment and equipment of meeting rooms and off ices ? the provision 

of communication facilities and supplies, and the reproduction and 

distribution of doe^nents - responsibilities T«hich an agenoy nieets more 

easily at its headquarters than elsewhere. 

Geneva, Paris, and Rome have been suggested as possible sites for 

the World. Population Conference. These G it ios offer facilities - premises, 

equipment, and staffing - inasmuch as the European Office of the Unitèd 

Nations and the headquarters of ILO and WHO are in Geneva, while "UNESCO and 

FAO have their headquarters in Paris and Rome respectively. If the conference 

were held at some place where such facilities are not readily available, 

it might become necessary to send some administrative staff there, in-

addition to the necessary professional and technical staff• It is possible 
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that some government might extend an invitation to a World Population Congress 

sponsored by the United Nations in collaboration with other agencies and 

ôrgariizatione, and undertake some of the responsibilities mentioned. 

D. Agenda 

The ；ïbpulation Commission noted that since the last population conference 

was held in 1 9 3 7 > there have been importan七 changes in the structure arid 

evolution of populations. The Commission listed the following problems 

as meriting international consideration at this time: 

(a) The demographic problems whi^h arise in connexion with the 

eoonomic developnent of the under-developed countries; 

(b) The general consequences of the decrease of mortality in 

the world, and prospects for future decreases] 

(c) The demographic and social problems of inte г-с ont inental and 

intra-continen-bal migrâtian| 

(d) The probable future growth of population, as a basis for 

judging the requirements for the adequate support of the world1s 

peoples and the size and characteristics of the labour force j 

(e) The problems posed by the in?reasing proportion of middle-aged 

and older people of "bhe labour force* 

‘ { 

After informal consultations with several experts in the field of 

demography; the Secretariat has drawn up the following tentative list of 

-topics, elaborating somewhat upon those mentioned by the Commission: 

(a) Demo'graphio aspects of problems of economic development of 

under-developed countries• This subject deserves a prominent place 

in the programme of a world population conference sponsored by the 

United Nations, because of the importance of technioal assistance 

for economic development in the work programmes of the United Nations 

and the specialized agencies. Round table discussions might be 

organized on the following aspects of this topicj 

(1) Trends and differentials of mortality in under-developed 

countriesj factors associated with these trends and differentials^ 

prospects for future changes, with special reference to effects 

of economic development 
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(2). Trends and dlfferantials of fertility in under-developed 

‘ countries；factors associated with these trends and differentials 

prospects for future changes, with special reference to effects 

of economic development. 

(3) Prospects for future population growth in under--developed 

countries; the relation of future growth to problems of labour 

supply ajid employment, needs for food and other consumers, 

requirements (including education and other social services), 

т й QmmfT^^im and utilisation of reso\xrm$é 

(4) Age structure of the population in undër-developed eountries 

and prospects for future changos, in relation to problems of 

economic development. 

(5) Problems of geographical distribution and re-distribution of 

population within under-developed countries and their relation 

to economic development, 

(b) Recent mortality trends• It seems particularly important to 

examine the changos which havG occurred in mortality rates in 

various parts of the world during recent years, especially during 

the postwar period, and to evaluate prospects for further decreases 

in the future. Although this topic overlaps with topic (a), it seeme 

advisable to hold general discussions on mortality in addition to "those 

on mortality as a factor in the problems of economic development of 

under-developed countries. The following aspects of the topic might 

be discussed, 一 

(1) Recent sains in mortality in various parts of the world. 

(2) Prospects for further gains in the future. 

(3) Trends of mortality from various causes and of various age 

groups• 

(4) The extent and causes of differential mortality, and the 

future outlook (e.g. differei: \es botwoen rural-urban areas, and 

socio-economic groups). 
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(c) Recent fertility trends. The discussion in connexion with 

topic (a) (1) may suffice for the high-fertility regions of the world 

but it seems important also to pay attention to the rise of the birth 

rate which has recently occurred in many areas of low fertility. In 

tbe latter connexion, discussions of the follorrlng points would be useful: 

(1) Extent and duration of the rise of the birth rate in various 

countries during and after World War 11^ and extent of subeequen^ 

declines, in the perspective of long-range pre-war trends. 

• ‘ (2) Factors assoeiated with these developments, including changos 

in marriage rates and the postponing cr advancing cf marriage and 

childbearing* 

(3) Outlook for future fertility trends and population growthe 

(d) Demographic aspects of postwar migraticn problems3 Questions of 

international and internal migration will aris^ in connexion with the 

discussion of topi:̂  (a) above； but in this case also it seems desirable 

to arrange for broader discussions, because of the importance of migration 

projects in the action programmes of the United Nations and certain 

specialised agencies。 The social and economic problems of migration 

are numerous； hence a discussion of them should be planned so as not 

to lead the proposed world population congress far afialá into areas 

which have been given much attention at other international conferences 

since the war^ Instead, detailed consideration should be given to the 

demographic aspects of migration questions, which received little attention 

at the other conferences. Among the topics which desorve to be discussed 

at a world population conference are: 

(1) Effects of international migration ( intra-contiiiental and 

inter-с ont inent al) upon the pattern of world population distribution, 

and also upon the gremth， sex-age structure and oi>her r^haracteristias 

of the total population and the economically active population 

in areas of immigration and emigration。 
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(2) Effects of internal migration upon the distribution of 

population within countries (regional^ rural-urban, etc.), upon 

the composition of the total population^ and upon the size and 

composition of the economically active population, in areas of 

in-migration and out-migration. 

In order that the discussion of these items may be of the greatest 

practical value in relation to current problems, it should refer 

primarily to the migratory movements which have occurred aince World War II 

and to prospective movements in the near future, 

(e) Probable future growth of population^ It would be desirable tt> 

organise a discussion of the prospects for population growth during the 

next few decades in the world as a whole and in various regions， 

and of the worldwide economic problems to which the prospective 

increases in numbers may give riso. Among the problems which might 

be considered in this oonnexion are: 

(1) Problems of conservation^.development, and utilization of 

resources resulting from population growth. 

(2) Problems of international economic relations resulting from 

prospective changes in the relative size of national populations. 

(f) Aging of th3 population^ It would be useful to consider the . 

increase in the proportions of middlo-agod and older persons in the 

populations of many countries where fertility and mortality have been 

declining in the past, and to discuss the implications of this tendency 

with reference to various social and economic problems. 

This discussion might cover the following points : 

(1) Past and prospective future changes in age composition of 

、the population in countries where fertility and mortality have been 

declining in the past, and evaluation of the demographic tendencies 

producing these changes. 

(2) Effects of changing age composition upon problems of dependency, 

labour supply, employment^ productivity, taxation and national finance, 

consumption, and needs for various social services• 
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(g) Legislation relevant to population^ In a nunfcer of countries, 

new legislation has been enacted during the last decade which ïnay 

have an important bearing on their demographic evolution» 工七 would 

be useful to have reports presented at a world population conference 

on legislation affecting family allowances and other economic aids 

to large families, prenatal and post-natal care for mothers and infants, 
： 一 • 

contraception, sterilisation, abortion, and some aspects of marriage 

and divorce, and on the effects of such legislation upon population trends• 

(h) Methodology> One of the most useful results of a world population 

conference would be to acquaint persons from different countries who 

are conducting population studies or using the results of such studies 

‘w ith recent innovations of methodology. It is difficult at this stage 

to state the specific methodological problems within the general sphere 

of demograpliy that could most usefully be discussed, but they might 

well relate to certain aspects of tho following general subjects: 

? 

(1) Methods of appraising and evaluating demographic data with 

special reference to the censuses taken in or about 1950# 

(2) The use of census results in connexion with a prográinme for 

eoonomic developnent. 

(3) Techniques of demographic analysis and estimation, e . g ” 

gross and net reproduction rates, cohort fertility, and improvemenii 

、 of infant mortality rates• 

• • . • .、 ： 

(4) The use of sampling in population censuses and studies. 

E. Duration 

It would seem that a world population conference should last not less 

than four and not more than eight working days. The similar conference in e 

Geneva (1927) lasted 6 days, that in Rome (1931) 4 days, that in Berlin (1935) 

7 "days, and that in Paris (1937) 4 days. 

If the conference were convened for 6 working days at the rate of 2 sessions 

per day, there would be 12 sessions. By dividing the conference into subgroups 
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for part of the time the number of Sessions could be increased to 25 to 30, 

e.g.y 3 subgroups meeting twice on each of 4 days, plus 4 plenary sessions,' 

would give a total of 2u» . t 

F. Organization of•programme 

Should the conference devote all of its tijne to hearing formal papers, 

or part to such papers and part to round-table discussions? Both procedures 

have their merits, but the round-table procedure seems better suited to the 

purpose of the conference in dealing with some of the topics mentioned» 

Opinions are requested as to iwhether abstracts or summaries of all 

papers to be read at meetings, or to provide background material for 

round table discussions, should be mimeographed and made available at the 
. • • � . . 

opening of the conference» 

Should simultaneous translation be provided at all sessions? It would 

make the conference much more valuable to many participants, but would add 
* » 

appreciably to the Expense. 

Should all papers and discussions be limited, to the working languages of 

the United Nations (English and French)？ If not, what additional languages 

should be used? 
•
 a 

Preparing the final programme, selecting the persons who will be invited 

to prepare papers .or lead dis-oussion groups,. and making arrangements regardliig 

staff, etc. is a large undertaking» The experience gathered in connexion 

with the United Nations Scientific Conference on the Conservation and 

Utilization of Resources indicates that this work could be carried out most 

efficiently by the establishment of a preparatoiy cciranittee, consisting of 

representativas of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and 

non-governmental organizations sponsoring the conference, with the assistance 

of certain individual experts. • Bétween meetings of thè preparatoiy committee-, 
• • • * 

• < 

the current work on the preparation of the conference could Ъе carried out 

by、the Secretariat under the guidance of the committee^ chairman, 
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Attendance 

Past experience with conferences held under United Nations auspices 

suggests having four classes of participants> 

(a) Individual specialists who will prepare papers or lead discussion 

for the conference, to be invited by the SecretaryHSeneral, acting 

for the sponsors. 

(b) Persons with a scientific interest in population problems3 and 

representatives of learned societies, to be invited by the Secretary-

General, acting for the sponsors• 

(c) Representatives of Member Governments, selected by the governments. 

(d) Representatives of the United Nations and specialized agencies, 

the appropriate non-govornmental organizations, and the sponsoring 

organiz at ion(s). . 

The World Population Conference which was held in Geneva in 1927 had 

130 participants, of whom some 25 presented papers» The conference in 

Rome (1931) had 310 participants and 286 papers; that in Berlin (1935) 

450 participants and some 140 papers, and that in Paris (1937) 470 participants 
-i 

and some 130 papers^ For the proposed conference it seems reasonable to 

allow for a total attendance of between 300 arid 600 persons. If there is 

general support for the statement by the Population Commission that the nature 

of the conference should be that of a scientific discussion on the part of 

experts, persons belonging to group (b) will predominate» It is suggested 

that each Meniber Government be invited to send one, two, or three official 

representatives. 

H. Financing 

The expense3 connccted with such a conference are of four main kinds : 

(a) promises5 utilities, and supplies, (b) salaries, subsistence allowances, 

and travel of staff, (c) subsistence allowances and travel of participants, 

(d) printing-

"^Approximate figures 
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Little can be said regarding the cost of premises and utilities， 

and the distribution of these costs among the sponsoring agencies, until 

there is a decision as to where the conference will.be held, arid what the host 

country will contribute. This applies also to the cost of providing 

interpreters, translators, précis-writers, and secretaries. Moreover, th« 

amount of such personnel needed by the conference cannot Ъе estimated 

accurately until the number of participants and the volume of the 

dooumentation are known» 

It is assumed that the salaries, subsistence.allowance and travel expenses 

(a) of the staff not provided by the host country and/or organization will 

be paid by the Unitèd Nations, and (b) of participants will be paid by the 

participants themselves, or by the. respective governments, specialized agencies, 

and/or non一governmental organisations. 

The cost of prirting the report of such a conference was estimated at 

the time of the sixth session of the Population Commission (April-May 1951) 

at about $8,000• It has been suggested that the proceedings of the conference 

might be published in some appropriate periodical, perhaps as a special number, 

so as to reduce the printing expenses to a minimum. A final estimate of the 

printing costs must await further information regarding the size of the 

conference. In this connexion it will be noted that the proceedings of the ' 

Geneva Conference (1927) totalled 383 pages in 8-voj those of the Rome 

Conference (1931)， 6，696 pagesj those of the Berlin Conference (1935)> 972 pages； 

and those of the Paris Conference (1937), 13526 pages. The proceedings of the 

Geneva Conference, and also those of the Berlin Conference, were published in 

a single volume. Those of the Rome Conference were published in 10 volumes, 

and those of the Paris Conference in 8 volumes• 

The cost of mimeographing summaries of papers for distribution at the 

beginning of the conference can be estimated only on tha basis of the 

number of papers which will be submitted. 

I七 is suggested that the papers published in the report of the conference 

should be limited to those prepared by participants and that papers for 

publication should not be solicited from those who do not expect to attend. 
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FORM FOR COMMENTS ON PROPOSALS REGARDING 

WORLD POPULATION CONFERENCE 

(To be returned to the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations、Ъу 30 November 1951 if possible) 

iU Sponsorship and collaboration (Sections IA and IXA of the attached note) 

Please check your preference t 

I, 

II . 

Conference sponsored by the International Union for 

"the Scientific Study of Population, "with 1he patronage 

and financial support of the United Nations. 

Conference sponsored by the United Nations, or jointly 

"by the United Nations and one or more of the specialized 

agencies, with the collaboration of interested non-

governmental organizations, especially the International 

Union for the Scientific Study of Population. 

If alternative II is preferred, is it likely that 
your agency or organization would be willing to 
sponsor the conference or collaborate in its 
organization? 

Might sponsor 

Might collaborate 

Unlikely to sponsor or collaborate 

I I I . Other sponsorship (please specify)t 

В» Time (Items IB and IIB of the attached note) 

Please indicate your preference as to the time when the conference 

should be called: 

C« Place (Sections 1С and IIC of the attached note) 

Please indicate your preference for place : 

If your agency or organization is one of the sponsors 

If your agency or organization is not one of the sponsors 
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D« Scope and emphasis (Sections ID and IID of the attached note) 

Please indicate any items vrtiich you would propose as additions to 
the suggested list of topics for discussion at the conference which 
is presented in Section IID of the attached note: 

Please indicate any items which you would propose to be deleted 
from the suggested list of topics: 

Please indicate which of the items on the suggested list of topics, 
or among your proposed additions to the list, should be given 
greatest prominence In the discussions: 

E« Duration (Item H E of the attached note) 

殿 e a s e indicate your opinion as to the nurber of working days 
during which the conference should be Gonveneds 

P% Size of attendance (Sections IG and IIG of the attached note) 

Please give your opinion as to the approximate number of persons 
(other than the staff of the sponsoring organization) who should attend 
the conference : 

Total 

Persons individually invited by the sponsors to present 
papers or lead discussions 

Individuals, scientists and representatives of non-
governmental scientific organizations 

(Representatives of governments). 

Others (please specify: ) 

G. Financing (Sections IH and IIH of the attached note) 

.Please give any comments or suggestions which you may have to offer 
regarding the financing of the conference t • 
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Additional gnggestions or comments 

Please give any coramsnts or suggestions which you may have to 

offer on any other questions relating to the coftference: 

‘41 IIN.H' j 


